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4 -CONCLUSION

HUMAN FACTOR ON GRAVELINES NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Î - INTRODUCTION

In 1996, Electricité de Fiance (EdF) generated 374 Twh of nuclear power - more than 80% ofthe overall total of 457 
Twh produced in France. All together the 56 units are operating m l  8 different sites: 34 PWR 900 MW, 20 PWR 
1300 MW, 2 PWR 1400 MW.

Gravelines located in north part of France along the Nc*th Sea is with its 6 PWR 900 MW units one of these. It is the 
most powerful! plant of Western Europ and by January 1997 it had generated 500 billion kWh since the first 
cormecticHi to the grid Units 1,2,3 and 4 woe connected to Ihe grid in 198081, Units 5 and 6 in 1985/86. Total EdF 
personnel in Gravelines is less than 1500.

2 - COMMITMENTS BY EDF NUCLEAR POWER PI ANT OPERATIONS TO THE SAFETY 
AT JTHQRITY REGARDING ACTIONS IN'THE HUMAN FACTORS FIELD

2 -1 - Background

In early 1995, t e  French Safety Authority expressed its desire to appoint one of its members to fccus specifically 
on Human Factois aspects, and requested a meeting wilhNuclear Power Plant Operations on the subject Three 
meetings took place in 1995, which reviewed the different spheres of action in the field of Human Factors in 
Nuclear Power Plant Opérations, Engineering and Construction Branch, and the EdF Research and 
Development Branch. The Safety Authority made its position clear. In late November 1995, the Safety 
Authority wrote to Nuclear Power Plant Operations setting out its analysis and its requests. In mid-June 1996, 
Nuclear Power Plant Operations responded with details of its own analysis and its policy. The individual sites, in 
our case Gravelines NPP, were being asked to state their intentions by the erxl o f1996, and provide information 
on real projects, if possible accompanied by a time fiame.

The aim is to initiate a global approach to integrate Human F ac te  in operations.

2 -2 - Concerns expressed by the Safety Authority

During the meetings with Nuclear Power Plant Operations in 1995, the Safety Authority expressed the 
following main concerns :
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* the quality of maintenance work performed by contractais, guarantees taken out by Nuclear Power Plant 
Operations,

* the working conditions of employees of subccotracting companies.

In France, some union organizations, occupational health doctors, and Health Ministry officials have joined 
forces to express their concern about the lack o f job security for employees of some subcontracting companies, 
and certain alleged unscrupulous practices involving exposure of personnel to radiation The view is that 
companies are winning contracts with low-cost bids by taking uniàir the poor employment situation to find staf£ 
and putting pressure on t e n  to accept difficult waking conditions.

Such pessimistic hypotheses are not entirely unfounded Sane cases of such practices, albeit rare, have been 
observed; seme have been blown up by the media. There is much pressure on the Safety Authority to state its 
position In view of its key role in relation to guarantees made to the public, it can scarcely keep silent, even if it 
fœls that working conditions M  outside its brief

* the attention devoted by Nuclear Power Plant Operations to the marHnachine interfæe of units, in particular 
operations interfaces and operating documents*

* the effectiveness of the measures implemented following incidents caused by human tktors;

* fairly regular indications that field conditions are not fostering the necessary focus on safety.

The letter sent by the Safety Authority to Nuclear Power Plant Operations re-states sane of these arguments, but 
is mainly based around questions arising fiom its analysis of around a hundred a  so incidents, and on-site 
observations. The main areas in which the position of Nuclear Power Plant Operations is requested are so 
follows :

* conditions of skills assessment and issuing of certification,

* skills maintenance conditions,

* certain modaMes of training oig^nization,

* coisideiatiaiofmarHnadfeinterfece, projects in this area,

* quality ofoperating documents, instructions, procedures, checklists, etc...

* what it considers to be a lade ofprofessionalism in the performance of activities, equipment confusion lade of 
vigilance, etc...

* decision-making methods, arxljudgjngbetvveen safety and availability,
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* quality ofcommunications and exchanges in performances of activities,

* resources in terms ofhumanfktoœ specialists, arrf organization ofthe Human Factors Network.

It should be noted t e t  the global problem of the policy of estalishing partnerships with contracte, in relation to 
performance of maintenance w ok during unit outages, is t e  subject of a specific monitoring program, the results 
o f which aie regulariy reported to 1he Safety Authority.

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

2 -3 - In-depth analysis performed by Corporate Nudear Power Plant Operations

To establish the main thrust of its commitmerts, Nuclear Power Plant Operations drew on the analysis of its 
experience since the start-up ofFrendi Nuclear Power Plant Operations in the late 1970’s.

In particular:

It re-slates Ihe recent basic human reliability data, obtained in the field, which give failure rates in a range between 
104 and 10-5, supplemented by other evaluations. It emphasizes (without being able to give any values, at least 
for the moment) that the human factor brings a permanent added value to safety through an ability to recover 
situations, but also by inevitably complementing and adapting safety instructions and specifications. The concept 
of « human unreliability » should thus be seen in relative terms, and, to a certain extent, fàlæ images of t e  
situation should even be corrected.

However, Nuclear Power Plant Operations states that t e  whole company (managers, safety specialists, Human 
F ac te  specialists, field supervisors, and operational staff themselves) are convinced that there is still much room 
for progress, which would be welcomed across t e  board, including among the operational staff themselves, 
who are t e  first to be affected by inadequacies in management of situations.

Taking a step back from its own experience. Nuclear Power Plant Operations says that, until now, like the 
majority of industries where risks are involved, it has relied mainly on measures which are described as being 
« external to t e  individual » (oigarrization, regulations* requirements, quality assurance, procedures, mantaachine 
interfaces, e tc ...) whereas t e  majority of weaknesses which currently remain relate to personal or collective 
woridng methods and precautions:

* preparation before acting, to enable each individual to build up a clear picture of what they have to do (risks, 
difficulties, prospective measures planned in advance, etc...),

* correctly carrying out t e  various actions during performance of work : obtaining information, targeting of 
individual attention, cross-checking situation data, practicing self^hecking, access to independent rrwnitoring, etc

* ensuring the situation is clear after carrying out the activity : providing information, reporting, ensuring 
demobilization and cleanness ofworksites, traceability of operations,
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* taking responsability for the whole of the activity, managing interferences and interactions with other actors, 
coordinating, informing others, practicing safe exchanges of infoimatian, etc

* improved understanding and improved application of safety regulations (General Operating Regulations, 
Technical Specifications),

* actively participating in detection and correction of non-quality, becoming a dynamic actor in this field,

* better recognition of personal weaknesses, particularly in relying on menxxy, making diagnoses, targeting 
attention, organizing tasks (difficulty of parallel tasks), « false certainties », etc

The principal measures implemented so far have had virtually no impact on these weaknesses. Other lines of 
approach are thus needed which are « internal » to the individual, and make individuals reconsider some 
fundamental work practices. A questioning approach needs to be initiated among staff and work groups, 
generating awareness among individuals of what should be done, ensuring that each indrvidal has a sense of 
involvement, and instilling a climate of change. The objective of these changes is to enhance personal 
involvement and generate a desire to make an active and sage (Le well-constructed and prudent) contribution, in 
which the risks have been properly assessed Such an approach fits in completeley with the logic of INSAG 4. 
We will deal with the type ofactions it invokes at a latertime.

As most of the weaknesses areoflhis type, they provide the focus for the main thrust of the policy. Nuclear 
PowerPlart Operations is keen to stress most strongly that, with such an approach, it is not possible to make 
rapid progress in all areas. A typical program would involve implementation of indepth actions in the 
medium and long term Nuclear Power Plant Operations emphasizes that the risk of proliferation and 
activism, which would only confuse and limit the efficiency of actions, must be not appropriate with this 
approach. On the other hand, however, any immediate actions must be relevant and limited in scope. Nuclear 
Power Plant Operations wishes to avoid any obligation to commit to a comprehensive action plan to correct 
all human causes following every incident

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

2 -4 -Nudear Power Want Operations position on the different points rased bvthe Safety Authority

Conditions ofskills assessment and. issuing certification

Nuclear Power Plant Operations states that it aims to change the situation through the development of « Local 
Skills Development Systems ». In future, greater importance will be attached to personnel skills and abilities 
whm issuing certification The fklofhaving attended a training course or program will carry less weight, the 
real skills which arise out ofthe training will be taken into consideration to a greater degree.

Skill maintenance measures, certain modalities o f traamg organization
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Nuclear Power Plant Operations provides explanations and information related specifically to its own 
situation, recalling that it recently decided on a significant increase in the duration of training for several 
personnel categories, including operations staff

Consideration o f rm m w dw e interface, projects in this area

Nuclear Power Plant Operations puts forward an inventory of errors attributable to problems of man- 
machine interface, and states that this category seldom causes incidents (in only 4% of cases). The analysis 
shows that recent improvements in location are becoming less effective as staff becc»ne fkniliar with them. 
The potential paths far progress thus lie in automatic actions, behaviors and personal w ok methods. This 
aspect is one ofthe themes marked for development in operational teams.

Nuclear Power Plant Operations is keeping a close eye on problems of man-machine interface, enhancing 
activities for new installations (computerized control room...), but stating that comprehensive work on 
existing installations will not a priai be earned out Instead, each case will be studied, balancing the possible 
advantages against the risks arising firm the modifications (technical malfonctionning, center training, re
training, etc...).

Quality o f operating documents

Nuclear Power Plant Operations recalled the measures implemented at national level to guarantee the quality 
of the documents in use throughout all nuclear generating plants. Each site will indicate how it applies the 
national principles, and tie measures it takes with regard to its specific responsibilities.

Lack o f professionalism inperformance o f activities

Nuclear Power Plant Operations was keen to recall some operating principles which are specific to mental 
(or cognitive) activity, in particular with regard to the focusing of attention and the modalities of automatic 
actions. Judgments in this area must also be seen in relative toms, in view of the global reliability rates 
achieved Potential actions lie basically in the questioning and self-disagnosis approach within work groups.

Dedsion-nzûdng methods, ftdg ing  between safety and availability

Nuclear Power Plant Operations re-stated its position, citing the recent reorganization of Technical 
Specifications, and the creation of a « Safety Observatory » with a brief to gather « learning examples » to 
enable analysis to be carried out and lessons learned

Q ixdity o f communications and exchanges in performance o f activities

Nuclear Power Plant Operations referred to a new study on this subject, which principally demonstrated a 
lade of communication Omissions are the most frequent error category in this area Staff are not sufficiently 
aware that their work interacts with others, and that they need to pay attention in others, and provide them 
with information. This subject is an internal theme for development within teams on nuclear plants.
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Resources in terms ofhumanfactors specialists, and the Human Factors Network

All sites have now appointed « Human Factors engineers», who are responsible for drawing up or supavising 
human factors aspects. They aie involved in incidents analysées, producing summaries o f these analysis 
showing the site-specific error categories, outlining priority actions for the site. They also provid competent 
assistance to site management in undertaking programs or actions in all areas ofhuman factors. When 
necessary they participate in such programs'actions, monitor and assess them, and provide assistance to tte 
site.

The national Human Factors team is made up of 9 people from different backgrounds. Its mission is to 
consolidate and to enhance the results of analyses ofhuman f e t e  causes at national level, to cany out 
subject studies enabling progress to be made, to provide assistance to sites in terms of skills and resources (in 
particular to the human factors correspondents at each site), and, in broader terms, to develop human factors 
skills throughout Nuclear Power Plant Operations (e.g through training programs)* promote human factors 
actions within Nuclear Power Plant Operations policy, to organize the sharing of experiments conducted at 
the different sites, etc ... To facilitate exchanges of experiences (which are a key factor in this area) arri 
maintain the impetus of the approach, all human factors specialists are part of a network, managed by the 
national Human Factors Group.

3 - GRAVE! INES HUMAN FACTOR ACTIONS

Starting from conclusions of discussions between the Safety Authority and the Nuclear Power Plant Operation, 
Gravelines NPP developped a general policy on human factor. As examples, in the frame of this policy, the following 
actions are carried out:

3 -1 - Creation of a Local System of Competences Development

Analysis ofEdFandGiavelines training system shown tihat it centralised arri «automatic «characteristic provide 
good initial training. On the other hand this system had shown its limits related to development and maintenance 
of competence. Due to its « automatic » characteristic, it also does not allow a sufficient oommitmaTt of the 
management

So the following orientations were decided :

-site responsabilisation on competence management,
- reinforcement ofmain competencies and professionalism with actions based on job/field situation which favour 
problem solving and collective approach training instead of standard training
-grantee of the system coherence with a pemianent connection of actors (training and operation)
- provide on site training tools and force to solve training problems related to safety and quality close to the 
process
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These mentations were developed with :

- a new cyanisation called « Local System of Competence Development », directed by the Deputy Site 
Manager,
- an involvement of all department managers
- creation of four committees : one at the plant level for policy definition and co-ordination and three in charge of 
competency' of the différent category of jobs : operation, maintenance and lo^c/administratiai

As a result oftbis new oiganisation specific training wœdevelqped such as shift training on field andamulator

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

Previously, field operators and control roan operates woe trained separately. This type of training does not 
allow operate to manage simulation of major event in connection with field operators. Communicaticn aspects 
were simulated by the instructors.
In the new training session, field operators on training are on the plant and operators are on simulator and te y  
manage events and of course ados field operators actions. In ader to get maximum infamatiai fey debriefing, 
communications are recoded Additionally human factor engineer watch training session, so he is able to 
propose advise and improvement to the shift in human factor area during debriefing. On another hand working 
with the shift on training, is also fruitful fir the human factor engineer : when event on plant occurs, shift knows 
human factor engineer suppcat and their cooperation fir event analysis is of a higher quality.

3 - 2 - Creation of an «Operator Chib»

3-2 -1 -C on text

Operating reactors is a sensible issue towards the nuclear safety and reliability goals set by EDF Nuclear Power 
Plant Operations Division : the specificity of the knowledge needed to control the actions, die variety and the 
complexity of the situations met, contribute to give an essential place to the eontrokoom Operator.

Furthennoie, the environment ofthe Operators has a strong infirme on the overall quality (woddng conditions, 
documentation, reactor-control aids, communication between the actors...).

Incidents which occurred in EDF Nuclear Plants and in Gravelines highlighted these difficulties.

These incidents are the over-inseition ofthe T-bank of control rods in operation, which was ranked at level 2 on 
the International Nuclear Event Scale in 1994 because it was identified t o  such an event had occurred in many 
circumstances on diffèrent EDF’s units (the T-bank of control rods is used to control the average temperature in 
t e  core).

These incidents implicate the following issues :
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- safety, since an over-insertion of the T-bank below the low-low insertion limit is not taken into account in the 
accident analysis

- the ability o f the plants to opeiate in the load following mode, since 1he incidents usually occuned during power 
changes. This operating mode is critical for the security of Hie grid and to the optimisation of the uæ of energy 
sources (nuclear energy provides % of the French electricity production).

They highlighted the following problems :

- knowledge of the Technical Specifications requirements
- enforcement o f the operating documents
- clarity ofthe operating documents
- communication between the actors.

The control-room Operatorswere directly affected by these reactor-control problems.

This example uiged Gravelines NNP to set up an « Operators Club » , shared between the 6 reactors, and 
convinced operational staffto take a positive action in this field.

3 -2 -2 -M ission and objectives o f the «operators dub»

The « Operators d ub  » goal is to develop quality in operating activities linked with reactor control, fulfilling the 
following objectives :

- identifying the operating phases and modes where progress is necessary or possible.
-identifying the various Mvidual or coHective working practices
- identifying the improvements to be made in the preparation, the carrying out and the checking of activities, as 
well as 1he tracking of operations.
- identifying reactor-control aids
- highlighting the specificities oftheworking conditions :

- specific technical limitations (MOX,...)
- phyacal environment 
-documentation 
-communication
- influence of the actor’s positioning
- organisation ofthe team, etc.

Bringing out the differerres ofpereeptionand representation:

- objectives and priorities
- various representations of physical systems.
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The « Operators Club » must be a structure fir experience exchange, sharing reactor control strategies, and 
reflection about practices and woridng methods.

3 -2 -3 -M ethods andm eans

- The way of wak must be emphasised field experience. Therefore, it is based upon the expression o f the people 
directly concerned : the Operate. The way of leading the group should also make easier the identification of 
non-technical aspects.
- The « operate Club » is made of :

*9 Operators (3 Operate fram each Operations Department in charge of 2 units)
* A member of the Human F ac te  Group ( from the Corporate Operations Department ), who 
conducts the meeting and brings assistance for the identification of non-tedhnical aspects.
* Gravelines NNP Human Factors Engineer
* A member o f the plant Engineering Department, acting as the technical expert of the group.
* A production Deputy Manager, who leads the group and brings the support of the Plant management 
to the Club.

- The dub  meets one day evety six weeks.

- The group is entitled to make any proposal in order to improve reactor control and safety organisation, 
responsibility, documentation, training...)

Each proposal must specify the benefit expected as well as the budget, if needed

- The Operate ofthe gtoup must keep their colleagues informed of the woric ofthe Qub, for enridimait arri 
infoimal validation.

- The proposals of the Qub are sent to the 3 Operations Departments for information and posable discussion 
They are submitted to Ihe Plant Management who decides whether to implement t e n  or not

- The implementation of the decisions and their effects are also trackedL(see « 3-2-5 Tracking file »)

3 -2 -4 - The first m eeting

The Club met in April, May and June 1996.

* The first two meeting were held within a few days in ader to « launch » the dub. The mission of the Club was 
detailed by the leader and discussed with the Operate. A list of subjects was identified during a brainstorming
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session. After a work of clarification in order to isolate the subjects related to reactor control, they were classified 
in 21 topics, with 3 levels of priority.

Three topics woe chosen among the highest priority subjects fir discussion during the next meeting. One of 
them was the problem of repetitive flashing alatms in the control room :

* A repetitive alarm has been defined as an alarm appearing periodically with a frequency of less than 10 
minutes. The persistence of these alarms, together with the alarm bell, has a negative impact on the 
quality of the Operator's w ok : they can hide other stress and fatigue, and can lead to use o f unauthorised 
temporary devices. The Operators mentioned that it usually takes 2 or 3 days before the problem is 
addressed, and that the alarm bell can be inhibited 50% ofthat time.

* The risk is to not notice a new alarm.

* The request made by the group is to solve this kind ofproblem within 24 hours.

In order to have a more precise evaluation before meeting the I & C Department, it was asked to 1he Operators 
for the next meeting :

-to make an invertoy of 1he situations and to classify them in 3 types:
sensors problem, real physical phenomenon, and automatic controllers problems

-to bring the corresponding alarm sheets.

* During the third meeting, the three subjects chosen previously were discussed. A Tracking Sheet defining the 
treatmert was issued about the repetitive alarms.
The tv*o other subjects were technical and were explained by site specialists.

* The aims of the « Operate Club » in the future is to centre its w ok on the involvement of the actors and on 
collective self diagnosis.

As an example, sonx topics involving Human Factor to be addressed are :

- The problem of shift turnover and reactor control, the specific requirement during a transient, the continuity 
between the diift teams regarding the reactor control.

- The nuclear safety concept : is it tie same from 1he Plant Manager to the Operator ?
What are tie  effects of event reports on Operators ? How to manage t e n  ?
Howto go towards more safety ?
This topic will be debated using a  selection of ate event repots made by the Human Facto specialist

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC
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- Acquiring experience : howto organise shadow training, support The newly certified Operators ? How to get 
assistance or support if necessary ?

«

3 - 2 - 5 -  «Operatorsdub »Trackm gfie

For each subject a tracking file is created : it includes 1he following chaprtas

- subject : brief description ofthe problem
- feds : what was observed ?
- risks : what can occuie due to the problem observed ?
-analysis and proposals
- objectives after analysis
- actions : proposal
-decisions :taken by the management and status for and ofthe different actions
- communication : related to tiie different actions taken

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

3 -3 - Development of a risk analysis strategy

Risk analysis aim to produce list of risk and associated safety fence used fix- operation activity decision Risk 
analysis is not related to one auxiliary, but is related to consequenoes of oneoperation activity. It helps to prevent 
unacceptable consequence (s) of an operation activity. Ride analysis leads, fiom collective analysis, to decisions 
which includes acceptable risk taking into account associated fences. In order to be efficient and to improve 
safety tins approach needs a daily individual and collective behaviour.
So ride analysis training aim is twice :
-at individual level
- at coüective and organisational levd
Of course, these tvw> a^eds includes human iàctors

Starting fiom these two objectives a specific project was carried out on Gravelines NPP.

-  Development o f risk analysis in operation departments.

In operation department risk analysis strategy is based œ  a method which gpve to actors (shift,...) responsibility 
and large initiative in determining appropriate arrangement whichwill insure activity completion.
This process of taking into account ride analysis in operation shift has two objectives :
- introduce structured risk analysis in operation activitieswith a formalised preparation,
- develop practically safety culture with a progressive evolution of reflection and action mechanism 
Action is based chi the following steps :
- training : each shift is trained on risk analysis : training pedagpgv reinforce process knowledge and is shared by 
all shift members.
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- realisation -implementation : fist target is to cany out and this methodology to sensitive transient is planned 
This action is mainly focused on control room operators. Second target is a progressive development in daily job 
actions.

-  Risk analysis renforcement in mcdntenance.

Risk analysis methodology was gradually integrated since 1990. It is taken into account in « intervention » file 
process. As a kiss of safety spirit in this areawas recorded risk analysis had been carried out for maintenance as in 
a production line and standardised 
A new action plan integrate:
- development of risk culture
- workers responsibility and initiative development
- safety ride culture development for all jobs
- method and device development to improve collective working
- classificative and share of requested competencies (training, on the job situation and coaching).

-  Common work maintenance - operation

A common w ok maintenance - operation organisation is now carry out in order to avoid separate analysis : risk 
analysis related to machines and risk analysis related to process.
Previously these types of analysis were carried out separately so exchanges and connection between these two 
analysis woe not developed

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

3 - 4 - Human farinrmpineer mission

Also include in the answer to the French Safety Authority, Gravelines decided to increase role of the human 
factor engineer. His main tasks are :

- event analysis, audits and enquiries which must identify with operation actors, causes connected to behaviours 
and or organisations,
- human factor culture spreading to make conscious, actors and managers, ofthe importance ofhuman factor in 
daily operation Participation to human factor orientation by the mean of concrete actions such as training, 
working group animation...
- global analysis of the situation (starting firm synthesis and assessment), to extract main tendencies and to 
inform manageis on fundamental actions to cany out,
- contribution to EdF feedback in human factor network, which lead to exchange of experience ard to transfer 
competencies between the different plants and corporate human factor staff

3 - 5 - Human Factor Engineer Action
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Example : Significant event : reference Gravelines 2 - 96 - (XÏ3

3 - 5 - 1 -Sunvna/y

During outage loss of electricity supply during a test on main and auxiliary supply with loss of Reactor Cavity 
Spent Fuel Pit Cooling and Treatment System and Conlrol Room Air Conditioning.

3 -5 -2 -  General biformatkm

Plant : Gravelines 
Unit: 2
Type:PWR900MW 
Design : Framatome / Westinghouse 
Date of the event : October26,1996 at 1123 
Cycle number: 14

3 - 5 - 3 - Initial plant status

Core totally unload in spot fuel pit Electricity' supply is provided by the auxiliary external source 225 kV. Train 
B is completely available and diesel generator LHQ is also available. The main external source (400 kV) is 
available. Diesel generator LHP is out of service for maintmance. Battery LCA (48V  DQ ardLCC(48V 
DC) are also out of service for maintenance.

3 - 5 - 4 - Event description

Facts chronology

The return to normal operation of the mam external supply (40QkV) is planned during the night Thursday 
October 24. Difficulties on closing line breaker GEV001JA delayed the coming back to normal supply. .The 
iàultwas solved on Friday meaning and the transfer fiom 225 kV source to 400 kV source was carried out tain 
by train. First step on train B waked correctly.

At 11.43, LGB 002 JA breaker is opened fcy the operator in the control room. This breaker allowed supply of 
LGB switchboard by the external auxiliary' source (225 kV), its opening generate lake of energy on LGB. This 
action put out ofmain voltage LCC( 48V DC) and LCA ( 48 V DC) switdiwards which were not supplied 
by battery. Transfer to 400kV source is impossible and switchboards LGB and LHA cannot be ordered on 
supply fiom the control room. Control Room Air Conditionning(DVC) fens train A are unavailable.

Afler a briefing between operation shift and dectridan maintenance department, operation shift carried out return 
of voltage co LGB switchboard by closing with push-button control station on LOB 001 JA breaker. Following 
the lake of voltage on LCA switchboard over 5 minutes, when voltage came back, rectifier went in forced load 
position, which generate a high voltage on LCA In order to decrease this high voltage LCA to normal control
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voltage is put a i  manual position. This action generate « Jack of voltage LCA » information, which lead to an 
automatic change of external source S on  400 kV to 225 kV. Due to lade of LCC battery, lost of train A 
occurred again and transfer on diesel generator train B (LHQ). This transfer generated the stop of Train B 
Reader Cavity Spent Fuel Pit Cooling pump (PTR).

Note : during these events Computer and Data Processing system was not available so it was inpossible to have 
an accurate chronology o f the different actions.

Find status

Main source 400 kV in operation. Outage was carried out and unitwas synchronized on December 9,1996. 
Analysis

Scenario reconstitution

During preparation phase, sub project responsible in charge of electricity supply had identified the risk which 
consist of carrying out a transfer of electricity source while LCC (48V EXT) battery was unavailable. This risk 
was repeated on the risk analysis document, chapter « change of LCC battety. This document was verified by 
the safety engineer and distributed before the outage to Electrical Department and Operation Department. 
Nevertheless on outage planning, no «technical connection » which bar activity conocrnitance of « LCC batteiy 
replaceront» and « external sounæ transfer». Battery replacement were planned on October 22 for LCA battery 
and on October 24 for LCC batteiy.

During the outage, the w ok wœ not ready on time and replacement ofTXA battery gradually postponed.

Replacement of LCC batteiy started on October 24 at 3 pm  In otder to take into account t e  project request to 
cany out LCA battery replacement on October 25, wodc on LCC battery is interrupted LCC battety is not 
available but this is not known by Operation Department and by Outage Project.

Return to normal opération of the external electricity source is carried out during the night Thursday October 24 
in Older to realised transfer 225 kV to 400 kV in accordance with project target. Difficulty to close 400 kV 
breaker had delayed this transfer to Friday morning.

Comments on inappropriate actions and causes.

In order to catty out LCA battety replacemerti on Friday October 25, worie on LCC battery is interrupted, so unit 
is in a non planned status and Outage Project is not informed of this new configuration.

Outage Project has ordered to Operation Department to catty out external source transfer when it was impossible 
in regaidofunit status. This action was not reported on planning for daily outage meeting, but was reported on 
Operation planing and on instruction given to Operation Department
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Deviations regarding quality assurance

Ride was identified during outage preparation and was reported on risk analysis document But cordusion o f this 
risk analysis woe not reported on the planning.

Defense detection line

Due to lack of dialogue on the one hand between Outage Project and Electrical Department, and on the other 
hand between Electrical Department and Operation Department this defence line did notweak.

In the control roan, battery disconnection was indicated by cross on the electrical mimic. Operators did not take 
into account this information.

There was no specific operation procedure adapted to external source transfer which requested to verify 
prerequest such as battery availability.

Defense treatment line

Change to manual control of the rectifier was cany out in older to protect auxiliary but without sufficient 
analysis.

Consequences

Scfety

Spent fuel pit cooling was intempted during 10 minutes. Before the event pool temperature was of 25 °C. 
After 10 minutes temperature was estimated at 25.4 CC  Potentially temperature could readied 50 °C.

One control room air conditioning ikt was not availabfe during 30 minutes.

Irdustrid safety and radbprotection

No consequence were noted

INEScIassifiœtion

This event was classified as level 1 in order to take into account additional lk3or<< lack in safety culture capable of 
degraded defenoe in depth : risk analysis shortage »

Correctives actions

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC
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To avoid such event, reminds woe carried out within tie  Project Department on use of risk analysas 
methodology and it is taken into aocount in planning.

Voluntary transfer of electrical source will be included in daily outage meeting planning to take into account 
« technical connections » coming from Risk Analysis.

An operation instruction to cany out voluntary electrical transfer source during outages was written. It integrate 
this experience feedback.

A label to avoid to commute rectifia- control in manual « position » when battery is not connected was displayed 
on rectifiers.

Comments

On one hand, due to unavailability ofthe Computer and Data Processing system, itwas inpossible to rebuilt the 
chronology of the event On the other hand number ofactars involved in this event was large and «interest» of 
each Department was to transfer deficiency' to the others. So doing interviews, human factor engineer was the 
only and the right person to built the scenario of the event His actions has allowed plant management after his 
contribution to define tie rigjbt corrective actions.

Electricité de France - CNPE de Gravelines Gérard DUBOC

4 -CONCLUSION

These few examples illustrate how the human factor approach could contribute to improve the unit nuclear safety level. 
As any high level technology industries, a pragmatic assessment of oganization, procedure, relationship among the 
various operator should be a continous process to ensure a satisfactory out put
In EDF ’ s opinion it is one of the way to foster the conditions for a safe, sustainable and cost competitive nuclear erergy 
accepted by tie public opinion.
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